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The PROCEEDINGS OF THE COLLEGE OF UNIVERSAL WISDOM
are financed by contributions from its readers. The
PROCEEDINGS is mailed free, monthly, to those who re-
quest it, and support it.

Being most urgent that the Research Laboratory
Building (page 16) be completed and the Experimental
Unit put in operation at the earliest date possible,
the Trustees of the College of Universal Wisdom at
Yucca Valley, California, earnestly solicit its
patrons and friends to contribute generously to the
Building Fund, and to offer suggestions as to contacts
that might be made with possible donors.

PROCEEDINGS are published monthly by the College of
Universal Wisdom at Yucca Valley, California. Print-
ed in U.S.A. Business and Editorial offices: Van
Tassel Ranch, Yucca Valley, California. George W.
Van Tassel, Director; Darlene Jean Wing, Secretary-
Treasurer; G.W. Van Tassel, Editor. Copyright, 1957,
by George Van Tassel. All rights, including transla-
tion, reserved. Manuscripts and photographs from our
members or friends, must be accompanied by a self-
addressed stamped envelope. As we do not employ
solicitors nor representatives, please address all
correspondence concerning PROCEEDINGS, contributions,
donations, bequests, etc., directly to the

COLLEGE OF UNIVERSAL WISDOM
P.O. Box 419, Yucca Valley, California
UFOs OVER FUKUOKA CITY, KYUSHU, ON 3RD I.F.S.S.D.

Mr. Ikuo Koyama, high-school teacher reported that his wife and his sister and himself saw mysterious objects in the sky over the west part of Fukuoka City, on the 3rd International Flying Saucer Sighting Day. They were returning home from a cinema at 9:50 P.M. in the evening of June 8th, when they saw a tadpole shaped object with a small bright light in formation. Mr. Koyama said he thought at first the objects were comets, but as the objects descended from the sky, leaving a vapor trail, they suddenly hovered in one place for about three or four minutes. What was it? Mr. Koyama managed to obtain two pictures.

These objects, Mr. Koyama writes, were very brilliantly glowing red orange. Also bluish-green with a red orange core, his sister Miss Yukiko added. The one object was about two or three times the size of a baseball, they said. After a short period it ascended and disappeared. It made no sound.

A print of these photographs is available by writing to FSRG-JAPAN headquarters.

These photographs were sent to us by the Flying Saucer Research Group in Japan P.O. Box 18, Isogo Post Office, Yokohama.
Editor: Yusuke J. Matsumura

The above article was taken from the FSRG U-F-O N-E-W-S R-E-P-O-R-T bulletin.

LECTURE TOUR

Dan Fry, Durward Fairfield, and Yours Truly completed a successful two week's tour of the Eastern cities in June.

One thing is becoming more apparent; Americans are waking up to the reality of extra-terrestrials in our atmosphere.

We wish to thank everyone who had a part in making our tour so pleasant and successful.
INVOCATION

We have received so many requests for the invocation that was given by Judge Charles Paulsen at the opening of the Fourth Annual Spacecraft Convention, at Giant Rock Airport, on May 11th and 12th, that we reprint it here in its entirety.

"I tied the June-bugs when a little boy; it made the small things suffer, that I might have a joy.
Now, sometimes burdens tie me and will not let me free. Life's collecting the old account from me."
"He who thinks he knows it, knows it not. He who thinks he knows it not, knows it. He who would be first shall be last, and he who is last shall be first."
So spoke the Holy Masters of old.

Thou who are the SPIRIT of the boundless, eternal, and Holy IMMENSITY, with ITS numberless Universes, each with ITS millions of suns and solar systems: In all things, we seek the Light of Understanding. Toward all peoples, and toward all sentient beings, we would know true tolerance Unto the Law of the Holy IMMENSITY, we would learn True Obedience. We would consecrate our lives to the way of life that has been laid down for us to walk, and work unceasingly for the welfare of all life.

Know the Law, Understand the Law, Obey the Law, and the Law shall make you free. Whosoever would seek equity under the LAW, let them come with clean hands.
For the searching Spirit, the darkness shall be split in two, and the Light shall break upon a new dawning.
To long, is to pray. To pray, is to ask. Search, and you shall find. Ask, and it shall come to you. Search for what? Gold, silver, diamonds, real estate and other riches? Search, and you shall find the Light of the SPIRIT of the Holy IMMENSITY; wherein lives true peace, true happiness, beauty, success, adoration-patience—

and wisdom: A Peace that can weather any tempest no matter how great. A Happiness that does not lose Faith, no matter how great the sorrow. A Success that will surmount and pass victorious through any failure. A Beauty that lives, and is glorified above all ugliness. An Adoration—Patience and Wisdom, that is born of the Light of TRUTH. An Adoration—Patience and Wisdom that
knows no anger, no hate, no envy, no lust or jealousy. These are the things for which we must search; and when we have found these, all other things sought for unselfishly shall be shown unto us.

Ask, and it shall come to you. Ask for what? Privilege, glory, power? No; ask for strength, courage, and guidance. Ask for these things with a consecrated heart, and you shall receive them: A Strength so great, that the heaviest burden cannot break it down. A Courage so dauntless and unafraid, that it can face without flinching all the evil forces of the world. A Guidance so faithful that it will guard and guide you through any mountain pass, no matter how winding or how steep.

Through Understanding, Tolerance, Obedience and Work; sought for with consecrated, obedient and willing Spirit, may we come to know and understand the true meaning of all that has ever been, now is, and ever shall be.

May the_SPirit_of_the_Holy IMMENsy bless this Convention, and bring to the people gathered here only that which is TRUTH; casting out all that is false.

AMEN.

Judge Charles Paulsen (1926 to 1944)

DESCA – ON PREDESTINATION

It might interest you to know that those who are to be born into your level of life, are more afraid of dying into the transition of birth into your grade, than your people there are afraid of dying out of it.

Predestination is established in the life line of every individual. All are going through the same school and sitting in different seats. Individually each of you can progress through your life grade to the destiny that awaits you beyond the transition called death, if you will only allow yourselves to live your natural way.

(continued on page 7)
THE PAPER CALF

When the golden calf was moulded as an idol by the ancients, it had the value of its almost indestructable metal.

During the last 20 years people have seen the basic value of gold change to silver and then paper. Today there isn't an iota of value back of the paper money en-total unless the bankers foreclose on the national debt.

Outside of the one dollar bills, no other bills of any denomination state what they are redeemable in. The one dollar bills still say they are redeemable in silver.

Since money became a commodity to make more money on, it has lost its value as a medium of exchange. This is proven by the extension of credit to replace money for a period of time, in which interest is paid for the time.

This makes time a part of the money system. Time, being one of the infinities of Universal Law, will extract judgement in an equal and opposite manner. In other words, the interest collected for time extension of money will be taken from the value of money in time. Therefore the dollar value decreases continuously.

The mongrelized geneology of the golden calf is now apparent as follows:

Golden Calf -- Medium of Exchange minus profit for exchange brought about the silver calf.
Silver Calf -- Value, minus profit, minus interest, has brought about the birth of the paper calf.

Now the paper calf has been bred with money created by the individual and the pregnant bulge is about to cause the paper legs to fold. This money created by the individual is the straw that will cause the poor calf to collapse.

Everytime an individual signs a contract for the purchase of anything with no money down, they have created money for the occasion, and the seller begins
to collect interest from the money system from the date of the signature. The contract becomes money to the buyer and the seller, and time which cannot be bought, becomes the gauge of value.

As soon as the transaction is completed the merchandise becomes of no value to the seller and of less value to the buyer. The paper becomes a bond (slavery) to the buyer and an instrument to collect the value, plus the profit, plus the interest, to the seller.

This is the "money changer" that Jesus objected to. The giving of metal value to paper.

The "paper calf" can rightly be blamed for all of the wars and ills of the world today. Over 50% of the people in the United States today extract a living from the "paper calf system", without producing a solitary thing to contribute to its value. This will not go on much longer. (I give it until the latter part of 1959 at the latest.)

The recent rise in the selling price of steel, $6.00 per ton, will go like a wave through all other commodities, in time. Thus time extracts a return for each use of time in the money system.

The "First Party" policy to strengthen the paper calf (unless it collapses first) is to metalize it. Make all money metal, based on a gold standard. Remove credit from the system, thereby removing profit from credit and interest for time.

This would only be necessary long enough to stabilize the economy until the conversion could be made to a no money system. This would eliminate the calf altogether and make our economy a value of service rendered instead of a profit received.

(continued from page 5)

Often you have heard someone remark about another as being born talented in one thing or another; that is because they follow the instinct to do certain things that are in their pattern of life. On the other hand you know of many of your friends that are working in jobs and at trades that they are not happy in, or qualified for. They are patterning their own way. All one has to do is to live each day in its completeness and allow things to happen naturally in their lives.

(continued on page 15)
POLLUTION - BOMBARDMENT AND FALLOUT

A prominent mechanical magazine* has recently printed an article about new military fuels.

The article states that some of the new propellants are "so poisonous that a few whiffs of their vapor would kill you."

One group of these new fuels is known as boranes, and comes from boron, the borax basic element.

The article goes on to say "Nevertheless, your service station isn't going to stock up on 'super-zip'. These fuels would do more harm than good in present automobile engines. Their cost is many times that of gasoline. Besides, their products of combustion are poisonous to vegetation and possibly to humans and animals as well."

In spite of the above information at least one major oil company is already advertizing and selling a boronated fuel.

The smog situation is going to increase in major cities in spite of smog "control" departments. The absorption of "political stooges" in this newest department of city government will not cure the smog condition.

Several cities are already peopled by the "vertical dead" who just won't fall down because they have been in the groove so long.

People won't drink water that even looks dirty, nor eat food that may be a little contaminated, yet they breathe in approximately 22,000 cubic inches of air in each 24 hours without any protest as to what the air contains. Anything to feed the military monster of power regardless of its effects on people.

Now it finally leaks out that radar transmitters are also deadly to humans "up to 10 miles away." The death of a man in 1954 by direct radar burns is admitted by medical science without anything being done about it up till now.
Possibly half of our unexplained airplane crashes are due to radar beams. All aircraft are under constant radar scrutiny. Clear sky, unlimited visibility crashes with no radio explanation of trouble could very well be the result of the pilot, or entire personnel, being knocked out by direct interception of radar frequencies.

Now the various agencies of law are putting all of our city streets and highways under radar scrutiny in order to trap a few speeders. Who knows how many of these innocent drivers die as an indirect result of radar bombardment?

Science is making humanity subjective to untold, untested new devices.

Some other effects as a result of atom bomb tests are beginning to show.

So far as history records, according to expert pigeon racers, prior to the first atom bombs their average loss of pigeons on a long race would run from 3% to 10%. Now their average runs from 80% to 90% loss because they say the pigeons can't tell direction anymore.

Bee keepers also report their bees have a hard time finding the hives.

Sea gulls die by the millions on the beaches of the Pacific Ocean and millions of small fish wash up on the shores dead. All of this following bomb tests in the Pacific area.

Friends in Alaska report the water running off from glaciers has become milky and fish will no longer swim up these streams.

Unprecedented rains in Chicago followed "the biggest bomb at the Nevada testing grounds."

After these bomb tests you can check this by yourself. Depending upon the distance of your location, from 3 to 10 days after one of these tests you will notice a burning itch to your scalp. No amount of washing will eliminate this itch. The itch will gradually diminish after about 10 days.

"For the leaders of this people cause them to err, and they that are led of them are destroyed." Isaiah 9-16.

*Popular Mechanics, July 1957.
THE CREEPING PARALYSIS

Laws have been passed and much has been said about anyone whose intention is to overthrow our government by force.

Ignored, in the background, under the camouflage of "security" is the real danger to our national security. Between the administrative elected branches of the government and the people, blocks have been established to prevent the elected officials from knowing the will of the people, concerning particular subjects.

This was proven to us recently when a written request to the White House for an audience with the President went unanswered and ignored. A phone call to the White House while we were in Washington, D.C. revealed that the secretary there had no knowledge of our request, which had been mailed 5 weeks previously, and it was stated that if the request had been received that we would have had an answer. This proves that an insidious force is operating between the people and their elected representatives of government.

A statement was made in the papers on July 30th, 1957, by an "advisor to the President" who remained nameless by his own request. This nameless advisor was promoting the continuance of the nuclear tests.

When we arrive at a state of having people powerful enough in Government, to advise the President without having their name published, we have further proof of an hidden force operating inside of officialdom. This is not American. This is not Constitutional, and this is hidden control in authority.

The present policy seems to be either, don't tell the people, or if they are told don't let them know who said it.

This "hush-hush" policy of a few authorities is the deadly menace to our liberty. This is the same small minority in authority that are hiding the saucer information from the people.
Through the drug profession, the "tranquilizer" crime is sweeping the nation. These tranquilizers make mindless robots out of people by the thousands. The general mental outlook of people who have taken tranquilizer pills is as follows when questioned: "They don't give a damn what happens", "They don't care who runs the world", and other statements of complete lack of responsibility.

Anyone can get tranquilizer pills, with or without prescription by a doctor. How secure is our nation when its citizens are drugged into a "don't give a damn" attitude?

This creeping paralysis of mental outlook, is gradually being brought about to nullify the responsibility of Americans for America.

The danger is not from "overthrow by force" by an approximate 30,000 Communists in the 170,000,000 population of the country. The danger is from those who do not have to "take over by force", as they are already within the framework of government. They apparently are within the White House and the Post Office Department, as our letter to Mr. Eisenhower was apparently not received, according to a White House secretary's statement over the phone.

America is being subdued from within, first by a credit slavery system that involves its citizens in a web of debts, then by their turning to drugs to arrive at some feeling of security at the moment.

This entire condition is the result of having to feed the "paper calf" an increasing amount of green stuff in order to maintain the monster.

With automation and the things that are withheld from the people that our science has already produced, this country could become a virtual utopia in a few years, if it were not for the paper barrier of money. Of course this would also release the enslaved people from the creditors they are bonded to.

This is the only way to overcome the idea of other kinds of government; by presenting the people of other nations with a working ideal, not buying them with worthless money.
Just received a letter from a resident of Salt Lake City, Utah, who states his take home pay for a 48 hour week of work is $45.45. His rent is $95.55. I wonder how much he has to give back to support the billion dollar foreign aid (military) program? Sub-standard conditions at home to buy power politics abroad.

Another letter tells of centuries-old water wells in the Japanese Islands suddenly going dry.

We talked with a fellow here the other day who works in a physics corporation making instruments for checking radioactivity. He says the instruments in the Los Angeles area register the increase in radioactivity from the Nevada bomb tests several hours after the tests regardless of which direction the atomic cloud goes. Let's have a nice "clean lie" about this, A.E.C.

The fellow, who is a physicist, stated this has been going on after all of the Nevada tests for years.

The "experts" say after each test that "the fallout was contained within the boundaries of the test area." The boundaries must be the world, because Japan reports from half way around the world, that 10% of their fallout follows the Nevada tests.

A few days after firing the largest device ever exploded in the U.S. at the Nevada site, the heaviest rains in history caused millions of dollars worth of damage in Chicago, Illinois.

Watch for activity in the Formosa-Korean area very soon. Watch for the U.S. to become involved in a war within a year after Zhukov replaces Kruchev in Russia. Watch for a shift of policy in the U.S. foreign affairs from the side of the slipping French to the upsurging Arab world.

Letters from all over the world tell of extreme and unusual weather conditions.

A saucer bulletin recently received from Brazil, had "Propaganda", in capital letters, stamped upon its jacket by the post office department.
Keep tuned in to "The First Party" for the announcement of a woman in public life who will be running for Vice-President with Yours Truly in 1960.

I had an offer, by letter, from a man in Washington, D.C., who offered to "flip a coin" to see whether he, or I, run for President in 1960. I only flip coins for fun, and the responsibility of heading the government of the people I do not class as fun.

A farmer who grows apricots tells us of the heavy loss of the 1957 crop due to "inside out ripening." He says the outside is still green and the inside has ripened and rotted around the stones. Sounds like reversed polarity again from bomb tests to me.

A scientific magazine tells of samples of our upper atmosphere being collected by balloons that contained "space bugs." These were described as an almost transparent flying bug from close to 50,000 feet up, where it is supposed to be impossible for life to exist.

Louisiana hurricane; Chicago rains; Thousands dead in Japan from 32 inches of rain in 24 hours; Mexican earthquakes; now watch the American East Coast for further extensive destructive reactions.

Islands are reported rising from the waters of the South Pacific between Chile and the Philippines.

Sixty-four Nations have combined their efforts to find out scientifically what is wrong with our planet's actions and the Moon's erratic actions. Let's fire a few more bomb tests so they can see that the "sickness" of our Earth is an accumulated result of too many "megaton pills."

BOOKS AVAILABLE

I Rode A Flying Saucer .................... $1.00
Into This World And Out Again ............. 1.50
First Four Volumes of "Proceedings" ...... 6.00
(464 Pages)
THE FIRST PARTY

Several people have remarked to us that we have lowered our standard by entering the political field. We have not become politicians in any true sense. It is rather that the time requires people in authority who are not politicians.

The world is in the crisis of potential annihilation today because it has been run by career politicians. The offices of government that were designed to serve the people have become places to connive and promote gain for political and economic interests.

Instead of lowering our standard as individuals, we are attempting to raise the offices of government back to their old standard "of the people, by the people and for the people."

"And no man taketh this honor upon himself, but he that is called of God, as was Aaron." Hebrews 5-4.

Buddha taught this policy. Ghandi manifested this policy in his lifetime. Jesus said, "Even as I do you can do also, and more."

With knowledge, it is worthless unless it is used. Before 1960 the people are going to look for new leadership because of the conditions facing them. They are going to realize someone is needed in authority who is not a politician.

We do not claim to know everything. But we do claim to know many intelligent people, who are concerned with the people's welfare, who are capable because of their abilities of changing things from destructive to constructive ways.

We are only entering the objective field with the subjective intelligence. A man can be looked upon with great respect because of his knowledge, but unless the knowledge can be put into effect to serve others it is worthless.

"For this is the covenant that I will make with the house of Israel after those days, saith the Lord: I will put my laws into their mind, and write them in their hearts: and I will be to them a God, and they shall be to me a people." Hebrews 8-10.
In the necessity of meeting the obligations of financial conditions in your system, many people accept the first job that is offered them and are unhappy in every day of their work.

If you will permit yourselves individually to follow your predestined courses you will discover that life will be much easier. You will not have to worry about starving to death and you will discover you have fewer old bills to pay.

The art of following the instinctive nature within you will lead you on a course that has been established for you. In this individual pattern of living you still retain the right of free choice. You may decide for, or against a certain condition, however if you would learn to go into a few moments of silence and try not to determine your own course, you will instinctively get the answers and you will follow the pattern that is yours.

Many people born into your grade of life there, pass through the life span and never really understand why they were born at all, or what purpose they are there for to accomplish.

Every individual has the right to know what they are there for; however you will not discover the reason by working the brain overtime. You will only discover it by following that which is natural for you, thereby realizing that you are on the course of your destiny.

Those who try to pattern their own way, are faced with many obstacles which they think of as opposition. These apparent obstacles are only trying to push them back into their natural pattern.

You cannot be anyone else but yourself, and when you follow the pattern of your destiny, things will function easily for you. When you meet obstacles that appear to be difficult at the moment, you will overcome them easily if you let yourself go.

The biggest obstacle to finding the purpose in your grade there, is the fact that most of your people will not let things happen naturally.

The art of living is to follow the course of least resistance at the moment and establishing within your own reason the decision that should be made instantly, not by confounding your decision by thinking with the brain.
Life is, and you are, and you will continue to be in spite of yourselves.

You cannot change your pattern of destiny unless you become part of the program of your individual life line.

Predestination of individual life is established by the Creative Intelligence, the same as a school board establishes the pattern of education for children in your schools.

You can pass the grade you are in, or you can fail it. You will pass it if you allow yourself to be yourself. Stop trying to counterfeit others. Don't follow the trend of the flock. Each of you are supposed to be different, are supposed to do things differently and not become part of the automatic living that is established by your society.

**Proceedings**
THE COLLEGE OF UNIVERSAL WISDOM
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